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Endorsements

“Words, words and more words.  I have had enough words.  Is that all 
we have between us, this book and some words ?”                                                          
    —Connie Davidius
 
“The first and last dictionary.  This book is definitely situated towards 
the last one. How close is what we may never know.”
   —P. Goodrich Webster
 
“Here in these pages are words to describe how I feel and think.  Read 
the book and call me.  You already know what I am going to say.”
   —Carlene W. Sycamore
 
“If you are fortunate enough to get a chance to start living your life all 
over again, this book is the first one and maybe the only one you will 
need.”
   —Patricia Watumacalit

 
“After reading this book, language arts is over.  Back to the cave, back to 
cutting rocks to say yes.”  
   —E. Hampton Effenmotate                                                 
 
“A very delicious dictionary.”
   —A. Bierce,  Antiquity Booktionarium
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About the Author and the Book 

Paul T. Owens expands his writing talent to humor with this book, Life on 
Your Own Terms. His credits include features for the New York Times, the 
Los Angeles Times, serving as Senior Staff Writer with the Los Angeles 
Olympic Organizing Committee for Peter V. Ueberroth, Coaching Staff 
Writer for the Dallas Cowboys with Tom Landry, biographer of NFL 
coaches and officials, along with a collection of books with several creative 
essays.  He has also been a writer and consultant for sports television and 
movies. Mr. Owens attended the University of Southern California and 
Columbia University. 
 
Life on Your Own Terms discusses the forces of work, stories of love, games 
of play, those who have lived long, very long and the general conditions of 
life.

These terms have been created by letters representing other words,  
acronyms, prefixes and suffixes, summaries of a condition, and themes 
moving beyond their fundamentally accepted interpretation.

Other books by Mr. Owens include:

Survival Guide for an Impossible World  
Sports Firsts: Winning Stories 
Sports Joys and Gifts of Play
Don’t Hit Him, He’s Dead, with John McDonough, foreword 
Deacon Jones 
The Kicking Game, with Ben Agajanian, foreword Tom Landry 
Who’s Kicking Now 
Under the First of Circumstance
Leaners Out of the Wind, with artist Claudia J. Sobel 
Black Language: American Ethnic Speech, with Professor 
Malachi Andrews
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Introduction

Life is how much time you can live on your own terms.  Words define 
you, you define words.  Some words you even have to create yourself.

You can have your own way with words; you can give your word, you 
can give your words and lose them, invent them, use them and give 
them away.
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Winning Words at Work

Words you must know, 
meanings you must understand to succeed in your working life.

“These words are for those who want to have fun 
and be completely productive every day at work.” 

                       
—Sandy I. Gooder, Vice President,  

Global Work Fun Incorporated 
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A—Anonymous Anonymity.  Those who want to remain anonymous 
to themselves and others, improve their self-doubting, by finding more 
ways of becoming more and more anonymous.

AA—Adversarial, Antagonistic.  

AAA—-Avoiding Adversarial Antagonism.  

AAAA—Adults Acting As Adults.

AAAAA—Assistant to An Assistant to An Assistant.

AAAAAA—Accepts Advise Adroitly Assiduously And 
Accommodatingly—Your job is to make those above you feel more 
powerful than they are.  

ABC—Altercation Beating Chocolate.  Beating the urge to satisfy every 
tense moment with Chocolate craving is an ABC victory.

Abmony—Abmony is the amount of money an employee is paid to be 
absent from a meeting or event by those who do not want him or her 
there. Absent costs.

ADAM—Always Dull Aimless Moments  The word ADAM is placed 
next to the person’s name on their business card.

Admore—When the advertisement campaign is more clever and 
convincing than the product is effective, the Admore magic exists.

AKA—Ask Knowing Answers.  Don’t ask unless you know the answer, 
and if you can’t use it to your advantage.
  
AND—A New Direction.  When the people you are working with tell 
you that the organization is moving in a new direction, and you will not 
be included, be glad, why would anyone want to be with those who don’t 
want you moving in their new direction?  AND.
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ART—Appropriate Reaction Time. Time is an art form. Slowing down 
to decide how best to react is an art form.  Time makes it ART.

ATA—Attacking The Attacker.  Those who attack you for what they 
think you did wrong need to be attacked.  Do not give reasons for why 
you did what you did, just attack the attacker.  ATA boy, ATA girl. 
Most of the time silence is the best ATA, attack verbally later.

ATLAS—All Time Litigator At Suits.  One who creates  lawsuits 
everywhere, holding up the world for constant legal scrutiny and 
action.  ATLAS,  moves through the universe as a devastating human 
form.  The immortal ATLAS remains alive on earth with the excuse of 
constant litigation as a reason for never having to arrive in heaven.

ATM—Always The Money.  It’s not the money, it’s the people; it’s 
not the money, it’s the working conditions; it’s not the money, it’s the 
benefits; it’s not the money, it’s the money.  
ATM….It’s the money—Always The Money.  

ATOM—Admits Their Own Mistakes.  
The human combustible age is fully realized 
when everyone admits every mistake to those 
whose reaction they do not want.

ATTITUDE—Always Telling The 
Inevitable Truth Usually Disconnects 
Everyone.

AWOOOO—Answer Without Offering One’s Own 
Opinion.

AWWW—Always Want a Way to be Wrong.  AWWW, always good 
to have a reason, rationale for not doing it right, getting it right….
AWWW, feels so good to have a way to be wrong and to feel good 
about the results.

Words, 
those 
words . . .
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BACKPAY—Boss As Child in Kindergarten; reverts, goes back to.  
When you decide you are paid to endure the performance of your boss 
acting as a child in kindergarten, you receive BACKPAY.

BAGS—Bargains At Garage Sale.  Ultimate bags time is when all 
things are bought and sold at garage sales prices.

BAM—Bossing Around Madness. Expressing excessive control and 
abusive characteristics. BAMers are taught about their madness when 
any of the people they bossed around become their bosses and become 
bigger BAMers than they were.

BANG—Being A Nice Girl/Guy.  BANG—look what happened 
because I was too nice .  How many BANGers can the work 
environment accept?

BANK—Better At Not Knowing. What you don’t know does better for 
you than what you do know.  BANK on it.

BASIC—But A Successor Is Capable. It’s BASIC; if you can’t make the 
meeting, your successor will be capable of attending.

BAW—Both Are Wrong.  “BAW.  The least wrong, is right.”   

BEE—Blame Everyone Else. When excuses don’t make one less 
responsible, make a BEE line, and when you cannot blame anyone, 
pretend it did not happen and then blame someone else for denying that 
it did not happen. 

BEND—Beginning and END.  When the beginning and end of an 
employee’s time with the company are close in time, it is said to be a 
BEND.

BIG—Boss Is Great. Making it BIG is when you are your own boss, 
and don’t like bossing yourself around.  You also don’t have to ask 
permission or apologize when something goes wrong.
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BIMBA—Boastful Insultive Male Bonding Attitude.

BIMBO—Body Involved Maximally, Brains Overvalued.

BIMP—Bringing In More People.  Those who bring more people into a 
meeting than were originally invited, without permission of anyone are 
BIMPers.

BIMP—-Boss Is Miserable Person.  “It is just that simple; he is a 
BIMP, such a BIMP I cannot tell you.”

BINGO—Best Is Not Good, Obviously.  BINGO, we found out what 
has to be missing in the company, and it is you.  We know you are doing 
your best, however, it is not good enough.  And we can only assume that 
if you improve it still will not be good enough.  BINGO, be glad for us 
that we found this out so that you can be able to look for a place that can 
use your trying efforts.  See AND.

BITO—Body In The Office.  LaBITOd is having lost one’s job/
marriage due to the body in the office.

Blamire—Someone who blames their poor performance on the 
person/ people who hired them.  The poor performer demands that he/
she deserves a portion of the salary of the person who hired them as 
compensation for being placed in an environment where they could not 
succeed.
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BLIB—Better Looking In Box.  Someone BLIB spoke glibly while 
alive, but looked better in the box silent.

BLOC—Boss’s Loss of Control.  Major source of horror and 
entertainment is boss in volcanic expressions, totally BLOCING out 
sanity and decency.

BLUBOOK—Better Left Unsaid.  A book filled with things people 
would like to say; things unsaid that kept everyone and everything 
together.

BLUNK—Blamed Unknowing.  A Blunk occurs when someone is 
blamed for not doing something they were not told to do.  Blunkers 
vehemently express that they told the blunkees.  

BOMB—Boss Of My Boss.  When the bossed learns how to boss the 
boss.   When the bossed  is elevated above one’s boss to be his/her boss, 
with change in salary and new 
powers. 

BOMB—Bearer Of Misinformation Blatantly—Those  responsible for 
causing unrest because of their incessant repetition of excitable fact and 
images are BOMBers.  

BOND—Brand Of Nothing Doing.  A BOND occurs when everyone 
does nothing at the same time; as in the BONDing philosophy that less 
is less, not more.

BOO—Bad Options Only.  BOO, every option will be the wrong one, 
the only certainty is that either one will be worse than the rest.

BOOM—Bring One’s Own Momentum.  Please do not ask your 
supervisor what is wrong, you need to BOOM into the office every day. 
Your purpose is to get paid and create your own morale, momentum, 
and enthusiasm.  Your responsibility is to BOOM every day.
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BOOM—Believing One’s Own Mystique.  Whether 
initiated by oneself or created by others, BOOMers 
believe they are what others and themselves mystique 
them for.

BOP—Blaming Other People. Bopping along is the 
best way not to be part of the unsuccess all around 
you.

BOOB—Boss of One’s Boss.  A BOOB has a fool 
for his/her employee.

BOOOB—Boss Obvious One Of Blame.  BOOOB time all points to 
the one at the top.

Borepay.  The amount of money added to one’s salary for the boredom 
factor of the work.

Boscalvaca—If your boss calls you when you are on vacation for 
anything, especially something which could have waited until you 
returned, it is time to look for another job/boss, or be your own boss. 
If you call your boss for anything while you are on vacation, you don’t 
deserve a vacation and should pay the organization for taking one.

BOSS—#1—Boundless Optimism Sensationally Sensitive.
BOSS—#2—Bullying Oppressive Senseless Seniority.
BOSS—#3—Not Interested In Being Boss, or Bossed.  The NIBster is 
the boss not interested in being a boss.

BOW—Boss Obviously Wrong.  What do you do when you cannot tell 
the boss that he/she is obviously wrong.  BOW to their power, quietly, 
and position yourself so you are not blamed for their mistakes.

BUM—#1—Best Useless Man. 
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BUM—#2—Beat Up Machinery.  BUMMING is to beat machinery 
instead of oneself or others over frequent flights of frustration over what 
the machinery is not doing for you, and how you cannot seem to know 
what to do without it.      
                    
Buscargo—The act of giving a business card you received from someone 
to someone else thinking it is your own.

BUTBIAS—Born Under The Best Interactive Astrological Sign.  Your 
date of birth has been changed, it now is the date that you first turned 
on the computer that began dictating your life.

CCC—Contempt Created by Criticism.

CASING—Complaining About Someone.   CASING is something 
you have to do to deflect from your own shortfalls.  No one has to listen, 
but one has to CASE.

CATS—Complainers About Toys Syndrome.  CATS are those who 
buy excessively expensive toys for the purpose of complaining about the 
high cost of the toys and the higher cost of maintaining them.

CEO—Cleverest Evader of Obstacles; Cheerleading Every Occasion.
Chanergy—Chaos Energy.  The greatest source of energy is chaos.

Cheerdium—Office is like a sport stadium, applause for all effort and 
scoring success, cheering even for arrival at work, and every great move. 
A Cheerdium environment is where loud noise and applause are the 
vocal themes of the day.

CLOP—Cheering Loss Of Power.  Clapping silently.

Compexation—Money given to those remaining to cover emotional loss 
of an employee who has left, as part of the grieving compensation.
 Compouter—Someone who spends half of their time COMPlaining 
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about the work they are supposed to do, and the other half making sure 
someone else is OUT doing it for them. 

Comway—Communications done before, particularly on the way to the 
meeting, accomplishing the purpose of the meeting so that when people 
meet all they can do is plan other meetings, where everything to be 
accomplished is done on the way again.

CONSULT—Can Only Navigate Someone else, due to their own 
Ultimate Lack Of Talent.  Those who can’t do become consultants so 
they can agree with those who hire them to agree with their ideas.

Comamittee—The death or elimination of committees and/or meetings.

Conploy—A CONvergence of all ideas from those who are interviewed 
for emPLOYment.  The ideas are utilized to improve the organization, 
but no one is hired for the position which has now been eliminated.         

COO—Chief Official Offender.  The person who makes the most 
offensive comments and moves is the COO.

COP—Criticism Only Praise.  Those who defend criticism as the only 
way to praise are COPing out.

COPES—Change Of Perspective Every Second.

CORE—Conceding Of Responsibility.  CORE employees feel they 
are paid to make sure someone else takes responsibility for their own 
mistakes.

CROP—Constant Rearranging Of Paper.  CROPing is the making and 
remaking of an art collage from the shapes and sizes of the paper on 
one’s desk.
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CUTS—Culture Of Unfinished Thoughts and Sentences.  Societies 
established based on how well each member finished another’s thoughts 
or sentences are CUTS.  Generated from the rule that everyone talks at 
once, CUTS tradition only requires that you only listen to yourself, the 
most important speaker.

DAMN—Don’t Ask Me Now—DAMN, if I knew, I would not be 
looking for it or having you ask me where I left it.  

Double Back—When management figures they have to hire three 
people to do what you did, after they fired you, then asks you to return 
for double your salary, you have been DOUBLE BACKED.
 
DBA—Disliked By All— Doing business as someone who is DBA.

DOE—Denial Of Everything.  How John became DOE.

DOMO—Defer Others My Opinion.  “Don’t ask me; you decide what 
my opinion is; I am the DOMO.”

DOMOCAN—Do More Than I Can.  Possible virtually, or with a 
generous gift of fiction.

DOOMER—Director Of Obsolete Misinformation.

DOT—Designated One Thinker.  The DOT is the only one allowed to 
think.

Doubage—Double Aged.  What the organization wants to hire is 
someone who is double their age in experience.  The more it is found 
that this person does not exist—e.g. 30 years old with 60 years of 
experience—the more effort is put into finding them.
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DWIP—Don’t Want It Price.  Price someone is willing to pay for 
something they don’t want is the DWIP.

Diffeaser—One who is in charge of making things more difficult 
because it is easier than making them easier.

E2—Effortless Effort.  The E2 Syndrome is demonstrated by those who 
can perform arduous tasks and display great talent with grace with no 
sign of effort.

EAT—Excitement At all Times.  Eating.  To compensate for all the job 
does not give in excitement.  EAT.

EATS— Enough Aggravation To Succeed.  The amount of one’s 
success must be commensurate with the level of  
aggravation which has eaten away at them. 

E.G.—Emotionally Gifted.  One capable of overseeing a crisis without 
making the crisis bigger or making another one from it.

Enerkind—Just enough energy to be kind.

EST—Enemy Same Team.  Your real work  begins, or is ESTablished, 
when you realize those you are working with are working against you—
that they want you to be defeated more than the people you thought 
both of you were competing against.

ETC.—Everyone Takes Credit.  Etc. Etc.

ET—Equal Time.  The total number of times you have awakened 
before the alarm sounds equals the total number of times you have slept 
through the alarm is called ET.

EUBominate—Exceeding Unlimited Budget.  Someone hired with an 
unlimited budget, but finds a way to exceed it, eubominates.
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Excuson—When the excuse for not doing is better than the reason for 
doing it.

Exmath—The addition of dollars to the salary of top executives, 
increased by the amount of salary reduced by employees at lower levels.

Eximp—Exceeding the Impossible.  The constant motivating force that 
keeps all in an agitated state is Eximption.  We might not be able to 
accomplish the possible, but the impossible is even more improbable.

FFF—Fiction Finding Figures; Figures Finding Fiction.  Your choice, 
either way, merge and marry all of the Fs.

FABulous—Fired As Blessing.  When you cannot get yourself to leave, 
the job horrible, the people worse, being fired is FABulous.  You could 
thank them for releasing you, but they do not deserve to know the favor 
they did for you. 

FAIR—Foregone Assumption I am Right.  The most FAIR way is the 
one subordinates embrace as FAIR.

FEH—Fundamentally Expendable Husband.

FEW—Future Ex Wife.

FEMININE—Fire Every Male Immediately No Interruptions No 
Exceptions.
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FILO—First In Laugh Out.  The first person who could give you a 
bad time each day will not because through the FILO system you have 
been waiting for them and will laugh them right out of causing any 
aggravation, or difficulty.   

FIT—Forever Is Tomorrow.  When you have been told that you will 
have a job with the organization forever, it is time to upgrade your 
resume and start looking elsewhere for work.

FIXER—Found Inept eXpert Equal Rates.  The person you called to 
fix it is an expert who cannot fix it.  You could have paid yourself for not 
knowing how to fix it.

FRUTH—Someone FiRed for telling the trUTH.  A FRUTH knows 
by experience that the truth is the best way of setting oneself free. 

FLAP—FLagrant Abusive Power, without a way to stop it.

FLOP—Failed Loss Of  Perspective—The only failure was a loss of 
perspective.

FLOUNT—FLow Of UNinterrupted Time.  The FLOUNT is the 
amount of time people go without an interruption.  FLOUNT time 
accumulates, and people are paid according to how well they do with 
how many interruptions.  The FLOUNT Factor.

FOFO—Focus On Final Outcome.  FOFO pawing is putting your foot 
and hand prints on the bodies of those you must walk on to the top of 
where you are going. 

FOMO—Failing On My Own.  Thank you for your offer to help me 
fail, but I prefer being on my own, I can do it alone, for I can do my 
own FOMOing.

FOSTER—Fast Or Slow The Exact Results.  No matter how fast or 
slow you do your work, you will have the same results.
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FOUL—For Outrage Unfair Linkage.  The complaint for being blamed 
for someone else’s mistakes.

FUG—Falsely UpGraded.  When someone has been upgraded, with 
more money or a higher position undeservedly, they are said to have 
been FUGGED Up.

Funphobia—The fear of not having enough fun at work.

Fungo—The fun of any game is gone when more pressure is applied 
to playing it than the work one left to play it. Another name for golf is 
Fungo.

GACAS—Goes Around Comes Around Space.  With all that is 
attributed to what Goes Around Comes Around, what happens to that 
which does not come after it has gone.  Where is that space, where is all 
of that stored? And who is supposed to deal with it?

GAFRAN—Goals Are Forever, Results Are Now.  Goals are stated 
and most never met, you won’t be here to reach them; results are for 
now, as soon as you are hired the next time you are seen, what have you 
done, and why don’t we have the results we just discussed.

GAFTing—Getting Away From Thieves.  GAFTing from those at the 
top, and bottom and those who do it who are in between the top and 
bottom.  

GAME—Go Away Money Earned.  Money earned by leaving, or being 
let go.  In effect, GAME is not-working money.

GAME—Got Another Meeting Everyone.  The game is to keep 
moving, with as many people as you can get to believe that you are in 
the next GAME in town.
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GATOSE—Go Ahead Try Offending Someone Else.  The energy used 
to tell someone to find someone else to offend.

GEL—Good Effective Lies.  The energy that keeps everyone GELing 
and going forward positively. 

GRASP—Gross Rationalized Annual Stolen Products. The amount 
of stolen goods rationalized by those who have stolen, as being owed to 
them.  Also, Gross Revenue Annual Stolen Percentage.

GIP—Giver of Infinite Patience.  Too many GIPPERS, too much work 
undone. 

GLINC—Good Looking, INCompetent, hire them.

GLEE—Greatness Less Energy Exerted.  Expend less energy to gather 
greater results.

GM—Good Micromanager.  The great obtrusive oxymoron.

GOAL—Gym Office As Lifestyle.  The ultimate goal for a  working 
environment is to have an office as a gym, and calculating exercise as the 
basic means for making a living.  

GRIP—Gossip Rumors Inspire Productivity.  When employees get a 
GRIP they are more productive.

GROB—Getting Rid Of Boss/Bully.  Make sure you dig a hole big 
enough to hold both of you when you decide to try to get rid of your 
boss.  

GROP—Getting Rid Of Perfection.  Releasing the need to be perfect 
and feeling better for not doing the job perfectly.  

GUT—Getting Used To.  Energy exerted to convert annoyance into 
tolerance of something or someone who is abhorrent is GUTOSE.
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GUTS—Getting Used To Success.  It takes GUTS.

Handill—Illness caused by the shaking of hands.

HapNot—Happiness from Not being hired.  Even though you went 
through the process of being interviewed by several people, and though 
you thought you wanted the job, you are glad you were not offered the 
job, or, if offered, you are happy you will not be taking it.
 
HAPPY—Hobby As Profession Pays Perfectly.  Seen as a hobby, the job 
pays perfectly.

HELP—Has Everyone Lost Perspective.

HiGo—Hired for one thing, fired for things you were never told you 
would be held accountable.  You were supposed to know that we were 
going to be evaluated on other things than what we told you.   Sorry, 
you have to leave—you are HiGone. Even though you said you were 
never told, you should have known.

IBM—Insulted By Machinery.  Incompetency 
Burgeoning Multiplies.

Impotience—The Impossibility of experiencing 
patience.

Jop—Job hopping at the same company, moving from one position to 
another just before one’s incompetency is evident, is JOPPING.
Jork—Those who have joy at their job are JORKs.

JIFFY—Jobs Invented For Friends Yes.  “You were created in a JIFFY 
just to be right here.”

KNOCATOO— Not One Complaint About Themselves, Only Others.  
K is not pronounced.  To knock or complain about others constantly, 
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never mentioning how you might be worthy of being complained about, 
keeps you a KNOCATOO.

KEEP—Knows Everything Exit Proof.  Someone who cannot be fired 
because they know too much is a KEEPer.

LABOR—Looks Animated Busy Obvious Ruse.  The time spent 
working is less than time spent looking for ways not to be working.

LAPSE—Lacking Adequate Products and Services Equally.  What we 
lack in product efficiency we compensate for with poor service.

LAST—Long Applause for Short Talks/Speeches.  
LASTing.

LAY—Laughing At Yourself.  “Has the time spent laughing at others 
ever equaled the time spent laughing at yourself?”  Go ahead, LAY it 
out.

LIMP—Listening is IMPossible.  When you have the LIMPs you can’t 
listen anymore.   LIMP, just squeezing every ounce of energy in your 
body to survive and not scream, “No more, please, no more.”

LOGIC—Let Others Gather In Chaos.  You create your own 
importance by withstanding a need to be part of LOGIC.
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